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TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A WING/BODY




A 0.25-scale semispan wing/body model with two types of jet flaps
proposed by Rockwell International was tested in the Ames 11- by 11-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel. The objective of that testing was to measure the
static aerodynamic forces and moments and wing pressure distributions on
six configurations differentiated by wing camber, jet flap type, and jet
flap angle. Maximum thrust coefficients were limited to 0.12. Angle of
attack was varied from -4° to 15° for Mach numbers between 0.6 and 0.95
at a constant unit Reynolds number of 18.0 million/m (5.5 million/ft).
Due to the limited scope of this test and in the absence of any
rigorous analysis, no final conciusiuns should be drawn concerning the
relative effectiveness of the two flap systems. More refined designs and
considerably more testing will be required even to establish the prac-
ticability of the total-exhausting jet flap concept.
INTRODUCTION
One of the basic goals for the next generation of fighter aircraft
is increased maneuverability in the transonic flight regime. One approach
to achieving this goal involves ducting the total engine exhaust out
through the trailing edges of the wings, thereby providing both thrust
and a jet flap effect to increase lift without incurring a large induced
drag penalty. Rockwell International has proposed two methods for con-
trolling the effective angle of total-exhausting jet flaps. The first
method, the Trapped Flow (TF) flap, turns the exhaust flow by deflecting
the whole internal duct/external airfoil structure along the 62.5 percent
chordline. The second method, the Augmented Deflected Exhaust Nozzle
(ADEN) flap, keeps the entire internal duct in a fixed position; the upper
surface of the airfoil section, being 5.5 percent longer in chord than the
lower surface and hinged along the top edge of the duct exit, acts as a
deflector plate to turn the emerging jet. Each of these total-exhausting
jet flap systems is intended to be used with a variable leading-edge-camber
airfoil. Both flap concepts were tested in the Ames 11- by 1l-Foot Tran-
sonic Wind Tunnel. Presented herein are results from that investigation
with minimal analysis.
SYMBOLS
Standard body and stability axis systems and sign conventions are
shown in figure 1. All force and moment coefficients include thrust ef-
fects.
Symbol Definition
AE jet exit area
A(i) base areas (i = 1 through 8)
ALPHA wing angle of attack, deg
B wing span
BETA angle of yaw (always 0 deg)
C local wing chord
c mean aerodynamic chord
CD drag coefficient = drag corrected for base pressure/Q
(S/Z)
CL Iift coefficient = lift corrected for base pressure/Q
(S/2)
CLM pitching moment coefficient = pitching moment about
model station 1.4487 m (57.036 in) corrected for
base pressure/QE (S/2)
CONF configuration number
CP pressure coefficient = (local pressure 	 PILAF)/Q
CTG thrust coefficient = (FGST + (PO-PINF)AE)/Q (S/2)
DELFI inboard ,jet flap angle, deg
DELFM leading-edge flap angle, deg
DELFO outboard conventional flap angle, deg
DELJ effective jet angle, deg
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Symbol	 Definition
FGSTLB	 static thrust, lb
FGSTNT
	 static thrust, N
MACH	 free-stream Mach number
PILAF	 free-stream static pressure
PO	 ambient pressure during static thrust calibration
Q	 free--stream dynamic pressure
RNA	 free--stream unit Reynolds number, millions/ft
RN/M	 free-stream unit Reynolds number, millions/m
S	 wing reference area
X	 distance along local chord from leading edge
Y	 distance along span from fuselage centerline
TEST FACILITY
The Ames 11- by 11-Foot Wind Tunnel is a closed-return, continuous-
flow, variable-density tunnel with a flexible-wall nozzle. All four walls
enclosing the test section are ventilated with porous slots of 5.6 percent
open area ratio to permit operation over a Mach number range continuously
variable from 0.4 to 1.4. During this test, however, the slots in the
floor were covered with tape to form an image plane for the semispan model.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The 0.25-scale left--hand wing and left fuselage half were mounted
above a nonmetric spacer to raise the centerline of the model above the
displacement thickness of the boundary layer on the tunnel floor (fig. 2).
Both the TF flap and the ADEN flap extended over the inboard 50 percent
of the exposed span(fig. 3). A conventional flap on the cranked portion
of the wing remained at zero deflection for all but one configuration.
The basic airfoil section had a maximum thickness to chord ratio of 8.5
percent at the 20 percent chord position and a maximum camber of 2 per=
cent at the 50 percent chord position; the inboard portion of the trail-
ing edge was opened just enough to accommodate the jet flap ducts
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(fig. 4). Full-span, segmented leading-edge flaps were used to effect
variable camber, and angle blocks were inserted between the wing and the
TF or ADEN flaps to represent deflections about fixed hinge lines (fig. 5).
The specific combinations of leading--edge deflection, jet flap type, and
jet flap angle associated with the six configurations tested are described
in table 1. The locations of the 164 static pressure orifices positioned
along chordiines at 4 span stations are indicated in table 2.
TESTING AND DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES
The complete wing/body combination (figs. 6 and 7) was mounted on a
five-component strain gage balance which was submerged beneath the floor
of the test section. High pressure air simulating engine exhaust was sup--
plied to the model through a piping system which bridged the balance
(fig. 8). A complete balance calibration was performed in the tunnel at
the beginning of the test with all of the high pressure fittings connected
to account fully for the influence of the piping bridge on primary sensi-
tivities and interactions between components.
Before each configuration was tested, a static thrust calibration
was performed with the tunnel off to evaluate the magnitude and direction
of the jet flap thrust vector at blowing rates of up to 5 kg/s (11 lb-
mass/s). Flow rates were measured by a sonic nozzle flowmeter upstream of
the balance assembly. During these calibration runs, flow inhibitor fences
were positioned perpendicular to the wing just ahead of the jet flap to
minimize induced flow and associated aerodynamic loads.
Static force and moment data were recorded for each configuration
angles of attack from --4 0 to 15 0
 with Mach numbers in the range 0.6 to
0.95 at a constant unit Reynolds number of 18.0 million/m (5.5 million/
Wing pressure distributions v?e re recorded at angles of attack of 0" 4°
80 , 12a , and 15° for specific configuration number/Mach number combinat
as shown in table 3. Natural bouoda ry layer transition from laminar to
turbulent conditions was permitted throughout the test.
All force and moment coefficients presented in this report include
the effects of jet flap thrust. Those coefficients are corrected for a
effective base pressure which was determined in the following manner:
Effective base pressure coefficient = (2/S) 	 CP(j) A(i)
Jet Off: i = I through 8
Jet On:	 i = 7, 8
where i = 1 through 6 denote the six cavities within the jet flap duct
exit and i = 7, 8 denote base areas along the trailing edge of the wing
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(table 4). Pitching moment; coefficients are always referenced to model
station 1.4487 m (57.036 in).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A complete index of all data figures is included in table 5. However,
several points concerning information presented in those figures warrant
special comment.
Rockwell International's method of supplying high pressure air to the
model introduced two potential sources of inaccuracy into the measurement
of forces and moments. Those sources were mechanical hysteresis in the
joints at each end of the piping bridging the balance and thermal gradients
in the balance due to the expansion of high pressure air into a plenum
which was mounted directly to the top of that balance. Data recorded under
identical test conditions before and after long series of blowing and non-
blowing runs did show evidence of shifts in the zero-load reference out-
put voltage levels of the strain gage bridges (fig. 9). Such zero shifts
could have been attributable to either source. A special series of data
points was generated to evaluate the maximum anticipated imprecisions re-
sulting from zero shifts. With the wind tunnel not running, balance read-
ings were recorded periodically during 10 min jet-on (maximum blowing
rate)/jet-off cycles. Measured forces and moments were reduce to coef-
ficient form based on an artifical Q of 47800 N/m 2 [1000 lb/ft ; see fig.
10(a)]. A thermocouple mounted on the balance near the upper set of strain
gages monitered changes in temperature during those same cycles [fig.
10(b E. The results of that special series indicated that representative
precisions of data presented in this report are CL ± 0.012, CD ± 0.0030,
and CLM + 0.002.
An effective jet angle DELJ was defined as a function of jet mass
flow rate during the static thrust calibration of each configuration
(fig. 11). This angle was resolved from balance data as follows:
DELJ = Arctan (normal force/axial force)
Maximum axial forces recorded during the calibrations were approximately
70 percent of balance capacity for that component. However, the corre-
sponding normal forces were less than 3 percent of capacity. As a result,
the accuracy of the determination of DELJ was quite poor. The simple geo-
metric inboard jet flap angle DELFI was a more meaningful indicator of the
probable jet angle.
Several blowing and nonblowing runs were conducted at a unit Reynolds
number of 13.1 willion/m (4.0 million/ft). The changes noted between data
recorded at the two Reynolds numbers were generally predictable.
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Decreasing the Reynolds number increased drag, reduced the lift curve
slope, and moved the cent,,r of pressure forward (fig. 12).
The basic wing/bod.y/TF flap configuration (2) was stable at all con-
ditions tested; maximum blowing rates increased its lift curve slope by
roughly I0 percent (fig. 13). Drooping the leading edge of the wing 8°
(configuration 3) delayed the onset of separation at higher angles of
attack, moved the center of pressure aft, and increased the lift curve
slope by 8 to 10 percent. Deflecting the TF flap and conventional out-
board flap to 3.5 0 (configuration 4) increased CE uniformly by 0.07 over
the ALPHA range studied and increased both stability and minimum drag.
The basic ADEN flap configuration (5) had a slightly lower minimum
drag than the corresponding TF flap configuration (3); however its CL at
zero angle of attack and lift curve slope were lower, and it was less
stable. The ADEN flap responded to blowing with a positive sh'Ift in CL
but with little change in lift curve slope. The TF flap responded to
blowing in just the opposite manner. Increasing ADEN flap deflections
(configurations 6 and 7) without blowing shifted CL positively and moved
the center of pressure aft. Maximum blowing rates increased lift incre-
ments substantially beyond those attributable to nonblowing ADEN flap de-
flections and/or direct thrust effects; this result was especially notice-
able at lower Mach numbers (fig. 14).
None of the configurations tested demonstrated any particular sensi-
tivity of lateral center of pressure to blowing rate (figures demonstrating
this fact were deemed too trivial for presentation). However, the other
integrated aerodynamic characteristics previously discussed are reflected
in the individual chord-wise pressure distributions recorded over both
surfaces of the wing (fig. 15).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Due to the limited scope of this test and in the absence of any rigor-
ous analysis, no final conclusions should be drawn concerning the relative
effectiveness of the TF and ADEN flap systems. More refined designs and
considerably more testing will be required even to establish the practi-
cability of the total-exhausting jet flap concept. However, some valuable
lessons in blowing, semispan model testing techniques were learned. The
most significant of those lessons was that the balance must be effectively
insulated from the model whenever high pressure air is expanded to ambient
conditions producing severe locai-;zed cooling. Based on the results of
this and related tests, Ames has developed specialized servo-controlled
heaters which maintain preset temperature differentials between the model,
balance, and pressure Iines. With these heaters thermally isolating the
model from the balance and proper thermal compensation within the individ-




jmass flow rates will no longer compromise the accuracy of aerodynamic 	 j
force measurements.
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TABLE 1. — CONFIGURATION DEFINITIONS
j
1
Configuration Flap DELFI, DELFO, DELFM
number type deg deg deg
2 TF 0 0 0
3 TF 0 0 8
4 TF 3.5 3.5 8
5 ADEN 0 0 8
6 ADEN 15 0 8	 a







2Y/B .25 .45 .65 .80
0 0 0 0
.023 .023 .022 .022
.046 .046 .044 .044
.069 .068 .067 .066
.092 .091 .089 .088
.139 .137 .133 .132
.185 .182 .178 .176
.231 .228 .222 .220
a .273 a .265 a .268 -a	 .255
a .303 a .320 b .300 a .300
.353 .362 a .330 a .340
.399 .408 .377 .384
.445 .454 .422 .428
.491 .499 .466 .472
.538. .545 .511 .516
.584 .590 .555 .560
.630 .636 .600 .604
b .676 b .681 .644 .648
.723 .727 .689 .692
.769 b .772 b	 .733 .736
.815 .818 .778 .780
.861 .863 .822 .824
.908 .909 .867 .868
c .939 c .939 .911 .912
.954 .954 .956 .956
c .984 c .984
c .988 c .988
Lo
TABLE 2. - WING STATIC PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATIONS
(DELFM = 80)
Locations are given as decimal fractions of local chord length (X/C).
Lower Surface
.25	 .45	 .65	 .80
a An orifice not on configuration 2.
b An orifice plugged throughout the test.
c An orifice on the ADEN flap only.
.023 .023 .022 b	 .022
.046 .046 .044 .044
.069 .068 .067 .066
.092 .091 .089 .088
.185 .182 .178 .176
a	 .278 a .274 a	 .268 a	 .269
.353 .362 .377 .384
.445 .454 .466 b .472
.538 .545 .555 .560
.630 .636 .644 .648
.723 .772 .733 .736
.815 .818 .822 .824
.861 .863 .867 .868
.908 .909 .911 .912
.935 .935 .956 .956
TABLE 3. - TEST CONDITIONS SUMMARYa
CONF ALPHA CTC RN/L MACH NUMBER
0	 0.6 o.7 0.8 0.875	 0,9	 0.925 0.95
2 0 V 0 F
2 A 0 5.5 F F,P F F	 F,P	 F F,P
2 A .04 5.5 F
2 A .08 5.5 F
2 A .12 5.5 F,P F F,P F,P
3 A 0 5.5 F,P F F,P F,P
3 A. .12 5.5 F F F F
4' 0 V 0 F
4 A 0 5.5 F F,P F F	 F,P. F,P
4 A .04 5.5 F
4 A .08 5.5 F
4 A .12 5.5 F,P F F,P F,P
4 A 0 1.0 F F0	 4 A ,12 4.0 F F
5 0 V 0 F
I	 5 A 0 5.5 F F,P F
5 A .04 5.5 F F,P* F
5 A .08 5.5 F F,P* F
5 A .12 5.5 F F,P F
6 0 V 0 F
6 A- 0 5.5 F F,P. F
6 A ,04 5.5 F F,P*
6 A :.08 5.5 F F,P*
6 A .12 5.5 F F,P F
7 0 V 0 F
7 A 0 5.5 F F,P
7 A .04 5,5 F F,P*
7 A .08 5.5 F F,P*
7 A .12 5.5 F F, P.
aSchedul es : _	
,.,,,,...F
- Force data.
A = -4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,14,15,0 deg. P = Pressure distributions at 0,4,8,12,15 deg.
V - Static thrust calibration, OcCTG<0.12. P*- Pressure distributions at .4 deg. only.
t
I	 I	 I	 I
TABLE 4. - REFERENCE DIMENSIONS
Base area	 Configurations 2-4 Configurations 5-7
A(1) 0.000953 m2	(0.01026 ft2 ) 0.001131 m2	(0.01218 ft2)
A(2) 0.000848	 (0.00912) 0.000864	 (0,00930)
A(3) 0.000772	 (0.00831) 0.000795	 (0.00856)
A(4) 0.000709	 (0.00763) 0.000719	 (0.00774)
A(5) 0.000620	 (0.00668) 0.000632	 (0.00680)
A(6) 0.000578	 (0.00621) 0.000696	 (0.00749)
A(7) 0.000185	 (0.00200) 0	 (0)
A(8) 0.000084	 (0.00090) 0	 (0)
AE 0.003942	 (0.04243) 0.004066	 (0.04376)
Wing span = 1.3737 m (4.5069 ft)
Mean aerodynamic chord = 0.5920 m (1.9421 ft)
Wing reference area = 0.7548 m2 (8.125
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TABLE 5. - INDEX OF DATA FIGURES
Figure	 Caption	 Page
9	 Repeatability evaluation. 	 21
10(a) Effects of jet-on jet-off cycling on wind-off	 25
balance zeros.
10(b) Balance temperature at upper gages during jet	 26
cycling.
11	 Static thrust calibration.	 27
12	 Reynolds number sensitivity. 	 32
13	 Effects of blowing. 	 40
14	 Flap effects.	 74
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Figure 3. - Wing planform details.
Wing reference plane
Outboard section
No leading edge or flap deflections shown for either section
Wing reference plane (WRP)
Inboard section
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FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 2





















0	 -.1	 --.2	 -.3	 -.4 -.5
CLM
DATR SET SYMBQ. 'FIGURATION RESCRIPTICN RN/L CTG 1f
IR4TO07l
(RATr X87	
8 C	 FIGURATI13N 3	 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED 5.500 .007 [	 -
3	 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED 5,500 .120
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF SLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 3
(A3MACH =	 .70	 PAGE	 46
DATA SET SYME30^	 COW i4URATICN DESCRIPTION
t RAT007) Q Ct3F I GURA T
 1 PN 3 LEADING EDGE C AMBERE D























CATA SET SYMBOL COW I &RATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 CTG-
(RAT007 1
	
COhk IGliRA71i7ty 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED
	
5.5017	 .DDO







-5	 0	 5	 10	 15








jit  U I IJ I.. 1 1111 1 1 11-1 . ^ 1 1 111 ill I	 f Ilk 1111 l i t U.21 Ill 11 11 j
--_1h	 -.05 	 	 .05	 ..10	 .15	 .20	 .25	 . 30
t7ATA SET SYN6CL
	 t`C; ,^- 1GaRRTlCN l7ESCRlPTI13N
CRAT0071C	 IC-RATION 3 LEAD]M1S EDGE CAMBERED
( RATC09) 5
OO






DATA SFT SY14B3L CCFID)RATION 1)E5CRIPTION 	 R)V/L
	
CTG



















DATA SET SYM$GL COW IGU'^ATICN DESCRIPTION
IRATOP7
	 Q CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED













DATA SET SYMaCL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RN/L	 CTG
(RAT010] B CONFIGURATION 4 CL DESIGN-0.5 	 515M	 .000











. 4	 _ .4
 six ^u
-5	 a	 5	 10	 15	 0	 - .1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.4 -.5
ALPHA	 CLM





DATA SET SYNBC- CONFlGtJRAT[ON DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	
CTG























	 DRAG COEFF I C I ENT , CD
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 4
(A)MACH -	 .'.0	 PAGE	 53	 ^.._




(RAT01II	 CONFIGURATION4	 CL DESIGN-0.5
( RAT012)	 C(Y F I GURAT I ON 4	 Cl - OES IGtq-0.5

























.4	 ;-	 - -
0
- . 4
-5	 0	 5	 10	 15	 0	 .1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.4 -.5
ALPHA	 CLM





OATH SET SYMBOL C*,FIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( RAT010 1	 COW I GURAT I ON 4 	 CL DES I GNI-0.5( RATO 11)
	
CONF I GURA T I CN 4
	 CL DES I C-N-0.5
(RAT012)
	 CONFIU RAT!0N 4	 CL DESIGN-0.5
(RAT013)
	











^['^"^^ I I I I I '
,d
L111_ ^^.y^^l ^ J1 I 4
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FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWIN G ON CONFIGURATION 4










DATA SET SYMBOL COW ]DURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L_
	 CTG
(RATOlQ ] Q CONE IGURAT ION 4 	 CL DESIGN-0.5	 5.500	 .000(RATOl31 q 	 CONF IGURATION 4	 CL [DESIGN-0.5	 5,500	 .120
-5	 0	 5	 10	 15	 0	 -.1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.n -.5
ALPHA	 CLM
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 4
(A)MACH -	 .95	 PAGE	 56
T'Y_1_ 7 ITT 1"T"TT ITTTTrI^f7'




































(RA T010)	 CONFIGURATION a	 CL DESIGN-0.5
	
5.5m	 .000




FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 4_
(A)MACH =	 .95	 PAGE	 57
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIF.!CN
IRAT0171 CONFIGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP DELFT-0
IRATOIBl
y
CONFIGURATION 5 ADCN FLAP DELFT-0
[RAT0191 CONFIGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP DELF1-0
























-5	 0	 5	 10	 15	 0	 -.1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.4 - . 5
	
ALPHA	 Ci M


























( RAT017 )CD ►, FIGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP OELF 1 °0
	 5.500	 .000
IRAT0161	 CONFIGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP DELF1 =0	 5.500	 .0a0
(RAT0191	 CONFIGlRAT10w 5 ADEN FLAP OELFI-0
	 5.5M	 .080





























 $E T SYMBOL CMF IGURAT I ON MSCR If T I L"N RN/L CTG
i RAT017 1 Q Cot-4F IGURA T =3V 5 ADEN FLAP (ELF 1-0 5.500 .000
i RAT0113 1 Cqr^ I GURAT I ON 5 ADEN FLAP DEL F 1-0 5.500 .040
IRATO191
CL[y^^
CCY4FIGURATICY4 5 ADEN FLAP DELF1 =0 515M ow



















-5	 0	 5	 10	 15
ALPHA
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 5
(B)MACH -	 .90





































DATA SET S ymBf,_lj_	 CONF I GI-PA T ION DESCRIPTION RN/L CTG
E RAT017 1 CONE IGLS<:AT (Ori 5	 ADEN FLAP DELF I a0 5.500 .000
( RATO f 8 ] COr.'F I GLSRA7 I ON 5	 ADEN FLAP DELF 1-0 5.500 C40
(RAT019 CONFIGVRATION 5	 ADEN FLAP OEL F ! -0 5.500 .080(RAT020 Cf0t^IGURATION 5	 ADEN FLAP CF-LFI-0 5.500 .IZC
ORA; COEFFICIENT.CD
FIG. I3 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 5






OATH 5ET r,YM ]L C014F(GLRATi0N DESCRIPTION
IRAT0171 CONFIGURATION 5 ADENFLAP DELFT-O
(RAT018I CONFIGURATION t) ADEN FLAP DFLF ► =O
IRATO19) CONF!GuRATIOV 5 AOFN FLAP DELFI-0
IRAT020I CONFIGURATION 5 AOEN FLAP DELFI-0
6	 l	 T









































0	 -.1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.4 -.5
ALPHA	 CLM
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 5
(C)MACH =	 . 95	 PAGE	 62
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 5
(C)MACH =	 .95
syY11 awil-.	 aaau	 sww•.	cu,	 ea.	 ak
-i
PAGE
DATA SET SYMB(X CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RM/L CTG
(RAT017)	
Q
CONFIGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP DELF1-0 5.500 cm
(RAT018) IATION 5CONF GUR ADEN FLAP DELFT-0 5.500 .040
(RAT019) CONFIGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP DELFI-0 5.500 .080



























0	 -.1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.4 -.5
CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 CTG
(RAJ022I COW IGLRATION 6 ADEN FLAP DELF; -15 5.500 .000(RA10231 COW [GURATICN6 ADEN FLAP DELF1 =15 5,500 .040(RAT0241 CONFIGURATION 6 ADEN FLAP OELFI n 15 51500 .090








-5	 0	 5	 10	 15
ALPHA













































DATA SET $YM X CONF lGt1RATtflN DE5CRIPTION
( RAT022 1 COW i GLIRAT I ON 6 ADEN FLAP OELF 1-15
(RAT0231 CONFIGURATION 6 ADEN FLAP DELFT-15
E RAT0:?4 1 CONFIGURATION 6 ADEN FLAP DFLF I + 15









FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 6
(A)MACH =	 .70	 PA(--,E	 65
1


















DATA SET 5YI30L RNiL CTGCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRAT022I
	
rl CONFIGURATION 6 ADEN FLAP DELFI-15 °.500 .000
IRATC231	 q CONFIGURATION 6 ADEN FLAP DELFI-15 5.500 .040
IRAT024)?l,5 CONFIGURATION
 ADEN FLAP GELFI-15 5.500 .080








-5	 0	 5	 i0	 15	 0	 -.1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.4 -.5
ALPHn	 CLM
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 6
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f
DATA SET SYMEXX COW I CkRAT I ON DESCRIPTION RN/L CTG
IRAT022)	 Q CONFIGURATION 6 ADEN FLAP DELFI-15 5.500 .000
(RAT023)	 U CONFIGURAT'ON 6 ADEN FLAP DELFI . 15 5.500 .040
(R',T024) 2 CONFIGURATION G ADEN FLAP DELFI-15 5.500 .0&7(RAT025) COtF IGURATION 6 ADEN: FLAP DELFI-15 5.500 .120
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD









CLATA SET SYMB(X CCW IGLRATION DESCRIPTION RN/L CTG





4-F- 	 4 t-
-5	 0	 5	 10	 15
	
0	 -.1













































DATA SET SYM30L MFIC^RATION ZESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 CTG
(RAT022) q COW IGLRATICN 6 ADEN FLAP DELFI- 15 	 5.5N	 .000
(RAT025) Lj, CONFIGURATION 6 ADEN FLAP DELFI-15	 5.5X	 .120
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD


























 COrF I GURAT I ON OESCR 1 PT I ON
IRAT027) CONFIGURATION 7 ADEN FLAP DELFI-30
(RAT028) CCNFIGURATION 7 AOEN FLAP DELF1-30
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ALPHA
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOW ING ON CONFIGURATI ON 7
(A)MACH =	 .70
6
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-` --*WA, , _
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 7
(A)MACH =
	 .?0	 PAGE	 71
DATA SET SYMLVL CONFIGURATION DESCRI PT ION
(RAT027) U	 CCYF1 GURAT ION 7 ADEN FLAP DEV (-30
(RAT028)	 Lj CONFIGLRATION 7 ACEN FLAP DELFI-30
( RAT029) Cl7hF ! GiPr.T I0(J 7 ADEN FLAP DELF ! -30

























-5	 0	 5	 10	 15	 0	 -.1
	 -.2	 .3	 -.4 -.5
ALPHA	 CLM
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 7








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IPAT027)	 ( CONFIGURATION 7 &DEN FLAP DELFI-30
(RAT028) COW 10-RATION 7 ADEN FLAP DELFI-30
(RAT0291 CONFIGURATION 7 ADEN FLAP IFLF!-30

















-.10	 -.05	 0	 .05	 .10	 .15	 .20	 .25	 .30
DRAG COEFFICIENT,CD
FIG. 13 EFFECTS OF BLOWING ON CONFIGURATION 7














CIATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATiON 'DESCRIPTION
I RAT007 I	 Q CI F IGUTAT ION 3 LEADING EDGE C&i WREC





CONF[ GURAT ION 5 ADEN FLAP	 DELFI-15
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ALPHA	 CLM
FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH NO BLOWING
(A)MACH =	 .70	 PAGE	 74
4
,^.rr^^-ls^ns^^r+;rn!^^*ar	 s:sm^3r^:Y^'rr-^*3s^•^^..'nna^,^Ft^=^;q.^,e^?"!?a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L
	
CTG
t RAT007 I CONFIGU !RATIOr4 3 LEADING EDC	 CAMBERED 5.500 .000
IRAT017) CONF IGIRATION 5 ADEN FLAP	 DELFI-0 5.500 .000
IRAT0221 COrFIfARATION 6 ADEN FLAP	 OELFI = 15 5.500 .000
















-.10	 -.05	 0	 .05	 .10	 .15	 .20	 .25	 .30
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CO
FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH NO BLOWING
(A)MACH =	 .70	 PAGE	 75
DATA SET SYMEOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( RAT007 ) CONE IGLftAT WN 3 LEADING EDGE CAPUERED(R^7017 1 CCW IGLRAT ION 5 ADEN FLAP	 OELF I -0
(RAT022) COW IGORATION 6 ADEN FLAP	 DELFI-15








































FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH NO BLOWING
(B)MACH -	 .90	 PAGE	 76
-. ^,	 -..-c:"	
"'J,vY,d'ved'iYJ4': rx:aae:^«+sw:	 .ssu6^S+,^Lu•.YpM•..	 '"'r""`-'u'r'-"
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION
CRAT007) NFCOIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CArIBERED
(RAT017) COW IGURAT1ON 5 ADEN FLAP	 DELFI-0
(RAT022) CONFIGURATION G ADEN FLAPDEI-FI-15










































DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGORATION DESCRIPTION
[RATC107)
	 CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAM EkED
IRAT017)
	 COnFIGLRATION 5 	 ADEN FLAP EELFI-0
IRAT022)	 CONFIGURATION 6
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ALPHA	 CLM
FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH NO BLOWING
(A)MACH =	 .95	 PAGE	 78
(RAT007I
	 CONFIGURATION 3 LEAOING EDGE CAMBERCO	 5.500	 000(RAT017J	 CONFIGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP OELFI-0
















-.10	 -.05	 0	 .05	 .10	 .15
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD











(RATCtiJ81 Q 	CONFIGURATION 3
	 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED
RAT025 I	 CO
( RATG-'D )	 [Q,J	 COW I GURAT ION 5
	
ADEN FLAP	 DELF 1-0(	 NF I G,,PAT ; ON 6
	
ADEN FLAP	 DELF 1 - 15(RAT0301	 CONFIGURATION 7	 ADEN FLAP	 DELF1=30
!	 I 	 I 	 F	 i 	T  
1 .4	 0
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-.10	 -.05	 0	 .05	 .10
BRAG COFFF1CTFNT.rn





















DATA SET S Yh60(_ COrNFICkPATION DESCRIPTION.
(RATO08)	 !^ CONFIGURATION 3 LEPDING EDGE CAhBERED
(RAT0201




COIF IGLRATIJN 6 ADEN FLAP	 DELFI-I5






FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH MAXIMUM BLOWING



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RAT008) CCW[GURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMDERED
(RAT020) CONC IGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP
	DELFT-0
(RATD25) CCNF15L RATION f ADEN FLA P	DELFI-15


















	 -.3	 -.4 -.5
CLM
Ju
-5	 0	 5	 10	 15
ALPHA
FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH MAX IMUM BLOWING



































	 SET SYMBOL COWJGtRATION DESCRIPTION QN/L CTG
tRAT0081 CONCICARATiON 3 LEADING EDGE CAhIBERED 5.500 .120
IRATC20'I COW IGURATION 5 ADEN FLAP	 DELFI-O 5.500 .120
(RAT025) COW IGLRATION 6 ADEN FLAP	 DELFI-15 5.500 .120
(RAT030) CONFIGURATION 7 ADEN FLAN	 DELFI-30 5.500 .120 ^.
-.10
	 -.05	 0	 .05	 .10	 'S	 .^0	 S	 .30
[DRAG COEFFICI ENT.CD
FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH MAXIMUM BLOWING
(B)MACH =	 .50	 PAGE	 83
DATA SET SY4XX COWIGLJRATl(3N OCSCRIPTIM
I RA 





















FIG. 14 FLAP EFFECTS WITH MAXIMUM BLOWING
(A)MACH -	 . 95
.arw.	
wu.,w,^s.wuMw.,wn.eex :mangy+w^..^rwuiw,,.ww„^,wn.•..,.^:.+e^aeww..- 	 .,,,^«., .^,.^^	 ----•:R...:...
PAGE	 85
DATA SET SYMBOL COW iGLRATION DESCRIPTION
tRATOOB) 
g 
CCW! GLRATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED
t RAT020 ! 	 COIF IGUR^T I Ory 5	 ADEN FLAP DELF I -0













-.10	 -.05	 0	 .05	 .10
DRAG C0FFFICTFNT.CD








BETA .000	 DELF1	 .000





LOW SLP.f . 5.5000	 .0000
-1 .4
-1 .1 1.2 ---
a-
u
SYMBCL	 ALPHA 2Y/B	 MACH




DATA SET	 SYiBM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RATUG31	 OPEN CONFIGLAI 	ION 2	 CL DESIGN-0.2
IZATL03)	 FLAGGED CONFIGL.iATION 2	 CL DESIGN-0.2
-1 .4- -1 .4
-1.0 -1.0 -+
-.6 -.5
- .4t 1 4L il A I 1 43
.	 .4	 .4
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
X/C	 X/C	 X/C
FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 2 AT CT6=0.0
.x,
PARA METRIC VALUES
PIETA	 .000	 DELFT	 .000




lP SIRF . 5.5000	 .0000
^-Ov SLRF. 5.5OnO	 .0000
I	 If	 1IT9	 111,
	















DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRATUG3) OPEN	 CCFFIGLRATION 2	 CL OESIGN-0.2








































SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
OPEN	 CONFIGURATION 2	 CL



























































SYMBOL	 ALPHA 2Y/8 MACH




DATA SET SYM13CL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RATUO3) OPEN	 COtFIGURATIOV 2 	 CL DESI5N-0.2(ZATL03)	 FLAGGED	 CONF IGURATION 2	 CL DESIGN-0.2







BETA 000	 CELFI	 ow




UP SURF. 5.5000	 .0000






• L J	 I	 • G	 •	 !













A-0?4A 2Y/8 MACH FARAtETRIC VALLES
O	 -.138 .250 .902 BETA	 DDO	 CELFI
	 .000
.450 DELFO	 .000	 DELFM	 .000
.650
.800
DATA SET SYM801-	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L
	 CTG(RATL1D61 OPEN	 COW 1GLIRATION 2
	 CL CESIGN-0.2 UP SURF. 5.5000






-1.2 -1.2 I -1 .2 -1 .2 ----
-1.0 .0. -1 .0
-.8 -.6 -.8 -.8
u	 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.
.4	 .4







FIG. 1.5 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 2 AT CTG=0.12
X/C
PAGE	 90
SYMBOL	 ALF?(A 2Y/8 M4CH PARAMETRIC VALUES	 --•0	 3.852 .250 .902 BETA	 000	 DELFT	 .000
.450 DELFO	 000	 OELFMi	 .000
.650
.800
DATA SET SYMBOL	 COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L
	 CTG
(RATU061 OPEN	 CONFIGURATION 2






	 CL DESIGN-0.2 LOW SURF. 5.5000	 .1200
-1.4 -1 .4 -1.4 -1 .4
-1 .2 - -








FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 2 AT CTG=0.12
PAGE	 91
.	 AN..,
SYr'B11- ALPHA	 2Y18	 W.CH	 PARAhETRIC VALUES
O	 7.818	 .250	 .902	 BETA	 .000	 OELF'	 00U
	








	 OPEN COW IGURATION 2 CL DESIGN-0.2	 LIP SLRF. 5.5000	 .1200
EZATL06) FLAGGED CONFIGURATION 2 CL DESIGN-0.2
	 LOW SLRF. 5.5000	 1200
r
	
-1.4	 -1.4	 -1 .S





















0	 11.841 .250	 .902 BETA ODQ	 0ELF1	 .000




	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L
	 CTG -
IRATL1061	 OPEN	 CONFIGURATION 2
	 CL DESIGN-0.2 UP SLRF. 5.5000	 .1200(ZATI-06)
	 FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATION 2
	 CL DESIGN-0.2 LOW SURF. 5.5000	 .120G
--1	 .4 -1 Af 1.4
-1.2
-1 .2 -1 .2
-1.0 -1.0 -I .0 -1.0
CL
	
.4- -.4 - .4 -.
0 0 0 0--
.2 .2 .2 .2
A ^ .4_ - .4. _.




FIG.	 15 PRESSURE OISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 2 Al CTG=0.12
PAGE	 93
10
SY113M	 ALF'FIA 2Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 -.234 .250 .899 BETA .000	 DELF1	 cm




	 COW IGLRATION DESCRIPTION RN/L
	
CTG
IRA'U07) OPEN	 CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED
	
UP SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
IZA1L071	 FLAGGED
	 CONFIGURATION 3
T T	 T1	 T	 r l




























SYMBOL	 ALPHA 2Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 3.816 .250 1899 BETA .000	 DELFT	 cm




	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L	 CTG
IRATU07] OPEN	 CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAM©EkED
	
UPSURF. 5.5000	 .0000
(ZATLO71	 FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED LOW SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
T
-1.4 -1.4
-1.2 -- -1.2 - -1.2
-1.0. -1 .0 -1.0 -1.0
-.8 I
-.6 -.6 -.6 -.6
-.4 -.4
I
-.2 -. -.2' -.2
0 o n 0
.4	 .4	 .4






FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 3 AT CTG-n.O
PAGE	 95
CLU
SYI130L	 ALPHA 2Y/8	 MACH PARAMETRIC YALLES
0	 7.B78 .250	 .899 BETA	 .000	 DELF1	 .000
.450 DEL.FO	 .000	 DELFM	 6.000
.650
.600
DATA SET	 SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L
	
CTG(RATL107 )	 OPEN CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED	 LIP SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
IZATL07)	 FLAGGED
T ^T
COW !GURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED LOW SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
T
-1.4 -1 .4 -i:4 -1.4
-1.2 - -




.6 - .F _.6
}
- .4 IL - .4 IL - .4 IL - .4












FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 3 AT CTG-0.0
PAGE	 96
SYMBOL.	 ALPHA 2Y/8	 KL IrH PAR,uETRIC VALUES
O	 11.914 .250	 .899 BETA ".30	 DELFT	 000
.450 DELFO .000	 DELFH	 8.000
.650
.800
DATA SET	 SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION RN/L	 CTG
[RATU07)	 OPEN CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED
	 OP SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
IZATL07)	 FLAGGED CONFIGURATION 3 LEADING EDGE CAMBERED LOV SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
T 1Trr ...	 f l - fTTTTI Tf -"TTTT TAIT rrrt
.4
2-' -1 .2 -	 - - -1 .2- --- - --
-1.0 -1.0
-.8 -.8 -.8 --.8
-.4t-
-.2 -.2 -.2 -.2
0 0. 0 0




^l	 0	 1	 0	 1 0	 1












1!  L11J.	 11





SYMBOL.	 ALPHA 2Y/8 MACH




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RATU10) OPEN	 CONE16LRATION 4	 CL DESlC44-0.5
(ZATLI01	 FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATION 4
	 CL DESIGN-0.5
-1 .4 1 .4
-1 .0 -1 .0
-.G -.6
- . 41- . 4' rCL.u
r-
PARAMIE"RIC VALUES
BETA .000	 DELF1	 3.500
DELFO 3.500	 DELFM	 8.000
RN/L
	 CTG
LP SURF. 5.5000	 .DOM












SY(le^L	 ALPI ;!. 2Y18 KACH




DATA SET SYMBOL	 COta`IGURATI 014
 DESCRIPTION
(RATU10) OPEN	 CM FIGURATION 4	 CL DESIGN-0.5










BETA .000	 0.LF1	 3.500
DELFO 3.500	 DELFM	 8.000
RN/L
	 CTG
UP SURF. 5. 5000000
LOW SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
— 1.2 —1.2
—1.01
—.4 ^ —.4 a












BETA .000	 0l".	 3.500
DELI ti 3.500	 DELFM	 8.000
RN/L
	 CTG
UP SURF. 5.5DDO	 .0000
LOY SURF. 5.5000	 DODO - -"
-1.9







SYMBOL	 ALPHA 2Y/B MACH




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRATUIO) OPE14	 CONFIGURATION 4	 CL DESIGN-0.5
IZATLl01




.4 h r- - . 4
A	 --	 .4-:.4
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
	
X/C	 X/C	 X/C





SYMBOL	 ALPHA 2Y/9 MACH




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION C IE SCR IPT1!Y
( RATU I0 1 OPEN	 M-0:' I GURAT I ON 4	 CL DES U iN=0.5
(ZATLI0)	 FLAGGED	 CONFI GURATION 4	 CL DESIGN-0.5
-1.4









BETA .000	 DELFT	 3.500
DELFO 3.500	 OELFM	 8.0m
RN/L	 CTG
UP SLPF. 5.5000	 .0000








0	 1	 0	 1	 00	 1
X/C	 X/C	 X/C




SYh6iL	 ALPiU1 2Y/B MACH






( RAT{j 13 f OPEN	 CONF E GURAT ; ON 9	 CL DES I G ►^k=0.5




--1 .4 -1 .4




-. . _ -.4
PARAMETRIC VALLES
[SETA	 .000	 OELFi	 3.5+70




Lt+:^ SURF. 5.5000	 .1200
-m
	
-1 .4	 -1 .4
	
- 1 .2	 - 1 .2 -	 - ----
	
- 1 .0	 -	 - 1 .0
a
	
- .5	 - .6 .
	
n	 _	 n	 f.
•L	 .c	 ^	 /	 . ^	 •^	 jy^^
. 4	 .4	 .4	 ..q	 •—.-^--
LL
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
xic	 xic	 xiC 	xis









^	 _..	 ..^...	 .^
MACH




DATA SET SYf'BOL	 CONFiGURAT)dN L>LSCRIPT)(^d
iRATU]3) t7PEN	 CONFIGLFZAiION 4
	
CL DESIGN-p.5
fZATLl3)	 FLhGGEO	 COrJF'[GURAT[ON 4
	
CL DESIGN-0,5
-1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 -1 .2






E3CTA	 .CflO	 DELFI	 3.500
pEl.Ff}	 3.500	 OELF M 	 B .000
RN/L	 CTG
	





-1 .4	 -1 .4
	











0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
xic	 xic	 xic















DATA SET	 SYMB(A_ CDNF1GlFtATION DESCRIPTION
(RATU131	 OPEN CONFIGURATI(7N 4
	 CL DESIGN-O.5
(ZATLI3J
	 FLAGGED C(%VF IGURATION 4
	 CL DESIGN-O.S
-1 .4 - -1 .4
-1 .2
-1 .2











UP SURF. S.S000	 .12CA
LOY SURF, 5.5000	 .1700
R













.4	 .4	 -	 .4
u
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
xic	 xic	 xic















































































































SYMHf7^	 /1LPFiA 2Y/8 MACH PARAhETRIC YhLUES
^	 -.138 .250 .899 BETA	 .000	 OELFI	 .OGD
•450 GELFO




	 CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION RN/L
	 CTG
[RATU171 OPEN	 COMFlGURATION 5
	 ADEN FLAP DELF[-D UP SLM2F, S.SDOO	 .DODO
IZATLI7)	 FLAGGED	 CONFICIJRA7ION 5
	 ADEN FLAP DELFT =O
'i
LOY SUF2F, S.SOOO	 .0000
^-r	 rrti





-1 .0 -Z .O - -1 .0 -Z .0 ( - ---



























ALP)1A 2Y/B	 MACH PARAMETRIC Vi,LUES
Q	 3 . E)83 .250	 . E199 BETA .000	 DEL F I	 .000
.450 DELFO .000	 GELFM	 N.000
.650
. E100
DATA SET	 SYMEIOL C(7PF I Gl1RA1' ! ON DESCR I PT I ON RN/L
	
C TG
(RATU17)	 OPEN CO^FtGURATION 5	 ADEN FLAP UELF1^0 UP SURF, 5.5000	 .0000
f7/17^i7]	 FLAGGED
1
C(]NFIGURATIONS	 ADEN FLAP OELF1-0
TT	 fff	 ]
LOv SURF, 5.5000	 .0000
lT T 7
-1 .4 - 1 .4 -1 -1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 -1.^ -1 .2 -1 .2
-1 .0. -1 .0 - 1 .0 - 1 .0
-.8 ^ -.8 -.8 ^ -.8
-.6 -.6 ^ ! -.6 ^
^•
-.6
-.4 _ ^	 . - -.4 ^ t-^ -.4 :. 1 - -.
.^
.4	 -	 .4	 .4
i
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 l
xic	 xic	 xic






AL1^F1A 2Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 7.911 .250 .B99 BETA	 .000	 UELFI	 .000
.45U GELFO




	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT)ON RN/L
	
CTG
[RATU17) DPEN	 C(7rFtGlF2ATION 5
	 ADEN FLAP UELFI-0 lP SURF, 5.5000	 .0000
(ZATL17)	 FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATION 5
	
ADEN FLAP pELFI-0 LOV SURF. 5.5000	 .D000
-1.4 -1.4 -1 .4 -1.4.
-1.2 -1.2- -1.2 -1.2
-1.0 -i.0 -1.0
-1.01






0	 1	 0	 1	 0111	 1 1
aU
x/C
FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 5 AT CTG=Q.O
i
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- ^--^ .SYPIBOL	 ALPHA 2Y/^ MACH PARAMETRIC VALLES
Q	 11.912 .250 .699 BETA ,000	 DELFI	 ,GOO




	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L
	 CTG
t RATU17) (7PEN	 CONE 1GL62AT I D^"1 5
	
AOEtJ FLAP C1ELF l ^O lJ' SURF, 5.5000	 .0000
(ZATL17] FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATION 5
	
ADEN FLAP DELFI^D LOV SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
-1 .4 ^ -Z .4 -1 .4 -1 .4.
-1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 —
'r
-1 .0 -i .0 -1 .0 -1 .0
.8 -.8 -.8 -.8
.6 rjk I -.6 -.6 -.E..
.^	 .^.
.4	 .4












-	 SYHf30L	 11LP1-lA 2Y/8 MACH
°• ^^r::
P^^RAMETRIC VAI,UBS
(]	 3.943 .25(3 .942 BETA	 .000	 OELF 1	 .OiID
.450 OELFp	 .000	 OELFhi	 &.000
.650
.800
DATA 5ET SYHB(7t_	 C01^ 1 GURAT 1 ON L''ESCR f PT I ON fZIV/(_
	
C TG
( RATU18 a pPFN	 CLaNF'IGIJRA71 pJ 5	 ADEN FLAP OEE.F1 =4 LP SURF. 5.5004	 .0400
fZATI.IBl	 FLAGGED	 CpNFIGURATION 5
	 ACz.N FLAP DELF1 =0 L©Y SC.tl2F. 5.50U0	 .04D0
i
-1 .4 - -I .4 -1 .4 -1 .4—
-1 .2 -t .2 -^ .2 -1 .2
-1 .a -^.o -i.a. -t .o
-.e -.^ - .s -	 . e
-^.6 -.6 -.6 -.6
v	 -.4 -.4 -.4 .4
.2 -.2 -.2
0 d ^ 0^ _ _
---_.•—
• L	 • G.	 • ^
.4 -	 .4	 .4
o	 ^	 o	 ^	 a	 i
xrC	 xrC	 xrC










ALPHA 2Y/9 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 3.903 .250 .899 B£Th	 .GDO	 DELFT	 .600
.4^ DELFO	 .000	 DELFH	 8.000
.650
fi0p
OATH SET 5YM9^	 COhF'1GtJ2A710N DESCRIPTI ON RN/L 	 CTG
fRATU19] OPEN	 CONFIGURATION 5
	 ADEN FLAP DELF1-0 LJF' SURF. 5.5060	 .0800
IZATL191	 FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATIDN 5
	 AC£N FLAP DELF1-0 LOV SURF, 5.5000	 ,0800
-I .4 -1 .Q --?	 .^} -1 ,4 --
-1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2
-1 .0 -1 .0- -1 .0 -1 .0 -
-.8 -.8 -.8 -.8
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
X/C	 X/C	 X/C	 X/C
rIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AVER C^ ►NFIGURATION 5 AT CTG=0,08
PAGE	 111	 ^^^
...	 .,
SYMBOL	 ALP4iA 2Y /B F1AL►1 PARAMETRIC VALIiS
{^	 - . 188 .250 .903 bE TA	 .0110	 0f L F I	 .000
•'150 DELF(i	 .Q017	 DELFM	 9,000
.650
.800
DATA SET SYP'^OL	 COIF 1 GURAT f ON DE ;CR 1 PT i ON RN/L
	 CTG( RATU20) OPEN	 CC7PFIGLRATlON 5	 ADEN FLAP PELF(-O LP SURF. 5.5000	 .1200
(ZATL20l	 FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATION 5
	 ADEN FLAP DELFI-0 LOV SURF. 5.5000	 .12010
-1 .4 -i.4 -1 .4 -- -i.4
-1 .2 -1 .2
-i.2 -1 .2
- 1 .0 - 1 .0 - 1 .0 - 1 .0 —
-.8 -.8 -.8 --.8
^_..--
.^	 .^	 .^
.4	 .4	 -	 .4	 .
JLIL J1L
















ALPi^ 2Y/B MACF^ PAf2AFti`TRfC VALL^S
Q	 3.643 .250 .9173 f3G7A	 -,000	 f]ELF!	 .000
.450 DELF(j	 .000	 DEI„F'M	 B.00D
.C50
.600
DATA SET SYrI[3fjL.	 C[7NFlCt^RATI(]N OE SCRlP71DN RN/L	 CTG
RAT1120 l (7P£k	 CE]'^" J GtF211T I ^ 5	 ADEN FLAP DELF I "O l.^ SURF . :^ .5000	 . ! ZOD
E ZATlJ^7 1	 FLAGGED	 C(^t^ 1 GURA3 I (JN 5	 ADEN f'LAP OFLF ] -0 LOY SiJRF , 5.5000	 . !200
77T^1T7 Tl T
- 1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 --1	 .4
-1 .2 --- -- -1 .2 - -1 .2 -1 .2- - --
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0
-,g --,0 -.B -.8.
a.
La
. ^	 l .^
.4	 .4	 J^	 .4
a	 ^	 a	 i	 o	 ^
xic	 xic	 x ^a







5Yt^.^	 ALPtU, 2Y/6 MAC>—i P/u2hf"^TRiL Yf+l._^F_S
Q	 7 . E352 .2505 .503 E3C T^.	 .000
	 f^L^ t	 ,000
.450 LIELFO
	 .CEO	 OEi_Fri	 B.00^
.65J
.BpE]
DATA SET SYI^_	 CCI^F ! GIP.AT I Otd (SCR 1 PT E E9N RN/L
	 CTG
iRATEJ201 [REN	 Cl^1F EGl.RATILN 5
	
ADEN FLAP I)ELf 1 WO UP SURF'. S.SOQO
	 .1200
t 2ATL20 1	 FLAGGED	 CONE E GIiRJVT [ pN 5
	 ADEN FLAP' OELa" [ ^0
z-r	 ^	 rrr ^	 rr rrt	 ^
L4Y 511RF . 5.5000	 . I ?.00
ri
- 1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 _ -1 .2 -1 .2--- -1 .2	 —
-1 .a -1 .0 —
-1 .Q -1 . a
_
-.8 -.8 -.8^ -.8
-.6 .6 ,6	 - -.6
-.9 -.4 -,4 -.4	 - ---
-.2 — -.2 -.2 -.2
l_..
.^	 .^ _	 ^
.4	 ,4	 ,9
a	 ^	 a	 i	 a	 i
xic
	
xi C 	 xic







Q	 11.962 .250 .903 6ETA	 ,000	 OELFI
	
.000
.450 DELFp	 ,pOD	 OELFM	 8.000
.65G
.9W
DATh SET SYP^[^	 COPF1GtRA1ION DESCR[PT3ON RN/L	 CTG
( RATV20 l OPEN	 C[3^F I GtJ^AT I C71V 5	 hDEN FLAP OELF I -D lP 5t1RF . 5.5000	 ! 20U(ZA7L2O) FLAGGED	 C(7rF IGI^AT I C7J 5	 /5L]EN FLAP DELF I -0 LQY SLRF . 5.5000	 . 1200
-1 .4 — -1 .4 -i .4 -1 .4 -
-1 .2 -i.2 -i.2
-1 .2
-1 .D - i.0 -1 .0 ^ J	 -i.D
- .8 - .8 - .8 .8
-.4 -.4 -.4 -.4^
-.2 -.2 -.2 ^.2
r-

















SYr60.	 A1.P^iA 2YJS f.^ti	 ^ f'ARAJ'ETR1C YALLIES
Q	 -.16: .250 .^ fjETA .000	 f^LFI	 fS.000
.450 OELFO .000	 f]ELFN	 6.Or.,J'
.E50
. f3Gi]
011TH SET SYME#C!L	 L^TF'If3idiJIT10N OESG7IPTION R►d/L
	
C:TG
[ RATUi2 } OPEN	 COQ I l^R^'f I [^i 6
	 /,DEN f• LA.o OELF I ^ 15 lJP >^ . 5.5(X]0	 . 0000
[ ZATI.22 1	 FLAGC£0	 Cori- f Cr'lf?AT 7 pN 6	 ADEN FLAP DELF i ^ f 5 LC7Y SURF . 5.50d:]	 .OD00
r
-1 .4 - —i .4 •^1	 .4 -1 .4_
-1.2
^-
-1 .2 -1 .2
-1 .2^ I







•c.	 •i	 ^	 .t
.4	 .4-	 .4
^^.	 ^,

















ALPW1 2Y/B	 MACH PARA►^TRIC 4ALUES
Q	 3.870 .250	 .900 BETA .000	 ^LFI	 15.D30
.150 DELFO .000	 OELFhI	 8,^
.650
.800
OATH SET	 SYT-i8(,^ CCC1►^IC,l.1RAT1(7PJ CIESCRIPTIQ+1 RN/►.	 CTG
[ RATU22 J
	 (7PEEN CAF 1 Gl.1RAT I ON 6
	 ALIEN FLAP CELF 1 - 1 S UP SURF , 5.5000	 .00OD[ ZATL22 1	 FLAGGCd C[^F ] GLftAT I Ok 6	 ADEN FLAP OELF I - i 5 L[5W SURF . S . SAM	 . ODOD
-1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 -t .2
-t .2 -t .2 —
-t ,0 -t .D — -1 .0 - 1 .0
-.8 -.8 -.8 -.8
z
-.6 --
-.6^_ -.6 -.6 - ____
-.4 -.4 ^. ^ -.4 e^ -.4
.^	 .^
.4	 .4	 -	 .4
_.u,	 ,.^ -
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1
xic	 xic	 xic







ALPFIA 2Y/B	 FUICH PARAl-^TRIC VALLES
Q	 7.668 .2501	 .900 @f TA .000	 DELFI	 15.000





DATA SET	 5Y^^0L C(^i' I GURAT I ON C1ES^R I PT I (7N RN/1 _	 CTG( RATU22 f	 (7PEN C(^F IGll2AT i ON h
	 ADEN FLAP OELF I ^ 15 LP St.1RF . 5.50G0	 .0000
( ZATL2? f	 FLAGGED COV,FIGIRATIflN 6	 ADEN FLAP DELF1^15 LOY Si^2F, 5.50010	 .0000
r _
-1 .4 -1 ,4 . -1 .4 -1	 .4
-1 .2- -Z .2 - 1 .2 -1 .2
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -




.-,^^1 I ^	 .-^
0	
1	 0	 1	 0	 1
X/C	 X/C	 X/C









sYrtBpe_	 ALPHA 2Y/d	 w1Cr+ PARMETRIC VALLE S
l7	 l 1• ki62 .2'SU	 • 90U 8E T A ,000	 0E L F I	 15.000
.45U DELFO .DUO	 CIELFM	 8.000
.650
.800
D+4TA SET	 SY^1B2 CONF{GLRATION OESCRIPTI(3J R.N11_
	 CTG( RATU22 l
	 OPEN C13^F ! GtRAT I ON 6
	 ADEN FLAP OELF I - ! 5 LP SLRF . 5 . SG14D
	
.0000
(ZATL22)	 FLAGGED C[T!K'IGLRATION 6
	 ADEN FLAP DELFI-15 LOV SURF. 5.°	 .0000
-1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 -1 .2
-1 .2 -1 .2
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0
-.8 -.^ -.8 I .8
-.6 ^ ' -.6 -.6 -.6
. . ^"
0	 l	 0	 1	 0	 1
xic	 xic	 xic









SYFEICL	 ALP^iA 2Y /ij	 MACH PARArE TR I G 4ALl.ES
Q	 3.757 .250	 .899 BETA	 ,OOG	 QELFf	 15.000
.450 f^LFO
	 .000	 DELfM	 8.000
.650
.800
DATA SET	 5Y^^pL Ci7ki[QRATl^1 ^S[ :321PTIRi i^/L	 CTG
( RA T023 ]	 (SpEN COhF ! GLRAT I ON 6
	 Af]EN FLAP DELF ? ^ t S I.P SLRF . 5 .5000	 .0400
I ZATL23 ]	 FLAGGE q Ci7^I" IC^IRA7IRJ 6	 ADEN FLAP DELf! - IS LQV SLRF, 5.5000	 ,0400
-1 .4 -•1	 .4 :^ -1 .4 --i .4
— l e 2 "` ^ a 2 ^^ •^ —^ •^
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0
°.8 -- -.8 -.8 -.B
.^	 I	 }
.4	 .^	 .9
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0
xic	 xiC	 xic	 xic
FiG. t5 PRE55URF DISTRIGUTIO^JS OVER C0!^FIGURATIUN 6 AT CTG=D.Q4
^nGE	 12Q
.^.	 .^
.4	 -	 .4	 .4
0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 I	 0	 1
X/C	 X/C	 X/C	 X/C
FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 6 AT CTG=0.OI3
PP,GE
	 121
SYf7Bp1_	 ALPF-{A 2Y /9 MACH PARAMETRIC 4ALlES
Q	 3.768 .250 .90G f"ETA .DOG	 DELFI
	
15,DD0
.450 ^LFp ,000	 OELF^4	 8.000
. fi50
.900
Of,TA SET SYM9pL	 COrF I GLRAT I ON OESCR I PT i ON RN/L	 CTG
(RATU241 OPEN	 CONFIGURATION 6
	 ADEN FLAP QELFf^IS UP SIRF, 5,5000	 ,0200(ZATL24)	 FLAGGED	 CONE" 1 GL.RAT I pN 6
	 ADEN FLAP PELF I ^ 15 LOW SIRE . 5. StJOD	 .0800
^-1 .4 — -1 .4 -1 .4 - 1 .9
- 1 .2 - 1 .2 - 1 .2 - 1 .2
- 1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 I - 1 .0
l
-.8 -.8 -.8 -.S
-.6 ^ -.6. -.6- ^ -.6'
-.9 ^	 -. -.4 .4
o_
L^
SYP60L	 ALPHA 2Y/B	 PSACH PARAf£ TRIC YALUtS
^	 -.313 .250	 .89'4 BETA	 .000	 DELF1	 15.000
.450 DELFO	 .000	 OELFM	 8.000
.650
.800
DATA SET	 SY^ CE'.^F'1Gi.RAT ION i>ESCRIPT it^V RN/L	 CTG
f RATU25 7	 OPEN COrF I GLRAT l ON 6
	
AC7EN FLAP [)ELF 1 ^ 15 lP SURF . 5.500()
	 . 1200
fZATL25)	 FLAGGED CONFIGU?ATION 6
	
ADEN FLAY PELF1-15 LOV SLRF. 5.5000	 , I 2W
- 1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -Z .4
-1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 4 -1 .2
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0












4 ^ 4.z	 .^
^	 ._





















	 2Y/l3	 tMCFI	 PARAME7R I C V^1LUE5
3.689	 .250	 .995	 8E 7A	 . CiOD	 QEI.F 1	 1 a , f^"X]
	
.450	 DELFp	 .000	 CELFn	 B.tR70
,650
.BDQ





OpcN COn^ ] !G^I^JGRAT i 131J o ApEN FLAP OELF t ^ t 5 	 UP SUF2F . S . SOOD	 . t 200
f ZATL25 3 FLAGGEq C[^1vF i Cil1RA T E ON 6 At^N FLAP DELF I ^ i S








0	 1	 0	 0	 1
X/C	 X/C	 X/C





SYt^?pL	 ALPFtA 2Y/B PARArlE=TR1C VALUESMACH
Q	 7.687 .DSO .899 BETA	 .00'0	 UELFI	 tS.000 ^^^





	 CDPF 1 Gt^F2AT 1(iN OESCR I PT ION RN/L	 CTG
IRATU25) OFEN	 CprF1GURATIOIJ 6	 ADEN FLAP DELFI^15 Lp SIRF, 5.5000	 .t200(ZATL25l	 FLAGGED	 CflNFICaRA71(k^l 6
	 ADEN FLAP DELF1 - 15 Li)V SURF. S.Stl00	 .l200
rTr n-r ^ ^ ^
-1 ,4 -1 .4 -1 ,4 -1 .4
-1 .2 -1 :2 -1 .2 -1 .2 - -	 -- - _
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0









FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURhTION 6 hT CTG=0.12
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SYhBC^ ALPHA	 2Y/B	 MACH	 PARAt£TR! C VALLI "!:
Q	 !l,730	 .250	 .899	 BETA	 .000	 [JELFI	 l5.pOq
	
.i50	 OELFO	 .D00	 CIELFM	 8.000
.650
.800
DATA SET 5YF1BCiL	 C^F]GI.^AT![^J pESCRIPT lLI^	 Rhd/L	 CTG
[ RATU25 1	 DPEM CdJ= I GIJRAT 1 dN 6 AOEN FLAP PELF 1- 3 5 	 lP SlF2F . 5.5000	 , ]200
IZATL251 FLAGGED COI,IFl GlJf2ATl ON 6 AbEN FLAP OELFI^FS	 LDY SURF. 5.`	 .]200
-1 .4	 ^-1 .4	 -1 .4	 -1 .4
H
-1 .2	 -1 .2	 -1 .2	 —1 .2




-.6 ^	 -.6	 --.6	 -.6 _
a	
._.4	 -.4	 -.4	 -.4
-,2	 ^	 -,2 ^	
-.2	 ^	 -.2












	 MACH PARA^'TRIC VALl^S
^	 -.260 ,250	 .900 BETA ,000
	 DELFT	 30,000
,550 DELFq .000	 DELFM	 8,000
.b50
.800
DATA 5E7	 SYh^(x_ C(7nFlC^2AT I dN OESCRiPTlaN RN/L	 CTG
(RATU27)	 OPEN COnF1GLRAT{ ON 7	 ADEN FLAP OELFI^ 30 UP SURF. 5.5000	 .D000
(ZATL27l	 FLAGGED CgNFIGURATI gN 7	 ADEN FLAP UFLF !-?0 LOV SURF. 5.5000	 .0000
—1	 .9 —1 .4 --^.4 —i.4
—1 .2 --1 .2 I --I .2 —1 .2
-i.o - 1 .0 -i.o -^.a
—.8 ( .8 ^ —.8 a —.8
—.6 ' —.6 —.6 —.6
^	 —.4
_






.4	 .4	 .4	 .4	 I
a	 i	 o	 ^	 o	 ^	 o	 i
xic	 xic	 xic	 xic









..,	 ,..:r ^.^	 ..^..-..
.: ,....	 .
__ - -	 -	
_	
` ETA .000	 OELF i	 30.000 _ .
^• .450 ,^ELFO .000	 DELFH	 8.000
.650
.800
DATA 5ET	 SYhBQ_ COrF 1 GLRAT 111 pESCR I PT I (^J RN/L
	
C TG '
IRATU271	 OPfN CONEfGURATION 7	 ApEty FLAP QELFI^30 LP SURF. 5.5000
	 .0000 ,-
{ 2ATL27 l	 FLAGGEp CONE ! Gt^2AT l ON 7 	 ADEN FLAP DCLF (-3+D LO',^ SuRF . 5.5000	 .0000 ^_-;.^'.
-i .4 --I
	 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-^
- 1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 --	 --
-1 .0 - 1 .0 -1 .0 - -1 .0
-.8 ^ -.8 -.8 -.8
_	
_
-.6 -.6 -.6 -.6
^	 -.4 -.4 ^ -.4 -.4
^•
-.2 ^	 -^ -. -.2 -.2
.^	 ^	 .^
.4	 .4	 .4
0	 1	 0	 3	 0	 1
X/C	 X/C	 X/C
FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 7 AT CTG=0.0







SYMBQ	 ALPHA 2Y/B	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALL^S
Q	 7.757 ,250	 .^00 ETA .000	 DELFI	 30.000
.450 DELFp .D00	 {)ELFM	 B.DrJO
.650
.800
OATH SET	 SYMBflL Cf^FI GURATION OESCRlPT1DN RN/L	 CTO
RATU27 l	 DPEN CONE I GIJ^AT I ON 7 	 ADEN FLAP PELF f x :10 l^' SLM^ . 5.5000	 .0000( ZATL27 1	 FLAGGED CONF ICIJRAT (pN 7
	 ADEN FLAP PELF I -30 LQr' SlFtr . 5.5000	 .000A
-1 .9 -1 .4 -t .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1.0^-
-.8 -.8 _ -.8 _.g i
4
^---
-.s -.s -.s .s
-.4 -.4 -.4 -.4
-.2 -.2 -.2 -.2
.^_	 .^
.4	 .4	 .4













FIG. 15 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CONFIGURATION 7 AT CTG=0.0
,r^;:.
SYMBf.^	 ALPFIA 2Y/B	 P1ACH PARAt1ETRIC VALUES
Q	 11.794 .250	 .900 BETA .000	 DELF1	 30.000
. ^^ qELF^3 .000	 LIFLFM	 B .000
.650
.BOO
DATA SET	 SYM&^ CQ^FlGU2AT[ON DESCR1PTfW RN/L
	 CTG
IRATU27)	 OPEN CL'rFIGURATION 7	 ADEN FLAP DELFT-30 UP SLi<iF. 5.5000
	 .0000
[ZATL271	 FLAGG£q CONFIG'.RAT;ON 7	 ADEN FLAP DELFT^30 LQY SIRF. 5.5000	 .0000
-1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
- i.2 - 1 .2 - 1 .2
- i.2
-1 .0 ^ -1 .0 -i .0 -i .0
-.8 -.8 --.8. '^ -.8.
-.6 -.6 -.6 -.6







£ TRIC VALiJES	 -----	 -^^SY^6['7L	 ALP1lA 2Y/B	 HAG-1
^.__..w
Q	 3.b98 .^51]	 .900 BETA	 .OIX]	 DELFT	 30.000
.450 OELFO	 ,000	 OELFM	 9.00fJ
.650
.H00
pATA SET	 5YM8Q COIF I GI.RAT 1 [^( OESCR I PT 1 [^J RN/L	 C TG
IRATi1261
	
QP£N COnFIGURATION 7	 ADEN FLAP OELF1-30 LP SIRF. 5.5000
	 ,0400(ZATL26 1	 FLAGC^O C ONE i C1.RAT l ON 7	 ADEN FLAP DELF ! X 30 L(3V S^F1F . 5.5000	 .0400	 ---
-1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 -1 .2 --
i
-1 .0. -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0
-.8 -.8 .8 -.8
..^















	 .. ^,,.. L
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA 2Y/6	 MAC►i PARhMETR1C VALUES
Q	 3.657 .2.`A	 ,901 BETA	 .000	 D£LFI	 30.000
.45D DELFt^	 .000	 DELFM	 8.000
.650 °
.800
DATA $ET	 SYMBOL CflhF]GURATIQN OESCRfPTION RN/L
	
CTG
[ (?ATU29 1	 OPEN CDNF [ GLF2AT f ON 7	 ADEN FLh^ DELF I t ^ UP SLIF2f" . S . ^	 . DBQO
(ZATL29}	 != LAGGED CONFIGURATION 7	 hCiEN FLAP' DELFT-30 LOV SURF. 5.5QC10	 .Ui^00
-1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-i.2 -1 .2 -^.2 -^.2
-1 .0. -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0




.4^ _	 .4	 .4
0	 Q	 Q	 1	 0
x/C
	
x/e 	 X/c 	 x/C




P.LPFi1 2Y/t3	 MAGH PARA ►^TR1C VALl.^S
Q	 - .40E .2503	 ,900 6ETA	 . DC}p	C>FLF f	 30 . D00
-450 DELFf3	 .000	 DELFM	 t3.000
.650
.BOQ
DATA SET	 SYM^ Cl7hEF1GURFTlOM OESCRIPT1f9N RN/L	 CTG
RATU30 ]	 i^EN C[3'	 1GURATIOM 7	 ADEN FLAP DELFT - 3D L>P SURF= , 5.5000	 .1200
t7ATL34]	 FLAC,GfO COtJF[GURATlf^J 7	 ADEN FL+1P DELF1-30 LOV SURF'. 5.5000	 .1240
--1	 .4 -i .4 -i .4 -1 .4
-i .2 -1 .2 -i .2 -1 .2
-I .0 -1 .D -i .0 -i .^
-.B -.8 - .8 - .8
♦ -^^ -
• L	 • L	 • t	 ^
.4	 .4	 .4
0	 Q	 p	 1
X/C
	 X/C	 X!C






..f^,	 ,ui1t^.	 ^.	 _^.	 _,
aU
SYhBpI_	 ALPHA ZY/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES







	 C[7NFIGLRATION OESCRIPT[ON RN/L
	 CTG
[RATU30l OPEN	 CONFiuURAT10N 7	 AOEN FLAP OELF1-30 U? SURF. 5.5000	 .1200
fZATL30)	 FLAGGED
	 C(^FIGURATION :' 	 AOEN FLAP DELFI-30 LOV SURF. 5.5000	 .1200
-1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2
-1 .2 -1 .2 - -1 .2
-1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0 -1 .0
- .8 - .8 - .B - .8
-.6 - -.6 -.6 ^ -.E;.
-.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 _













	 ALPHA 2r/E1 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 7.616 ,250 .9iDi0 BETA	 .0110	 OELF I	 30.000
.950 OELFO	 .GOD	 DELFM	 8.000
.650
. O4+}
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CC^FIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L	 CTG
[RATU301 C7PEN	 CONFIGURATION 7	 ADEN FLAP OEI_F1^30 UP SURF. 5.5000
	 .1200
[ZATL301	 FLAGGED	 CONFIGURATION 7	 ADEN FLAP DELFI-30
^^
LOV SURF'. 5.5000	 .1200
-1 .4 -2 .4 -1 .4 -1 .4
-1 .2 : -1 .2- -1 .2 -1 .2
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